Many existing Concatenative Sound Synthesis (CSS) systems offer some form of user-controlled flexibility to its users. For example, users can select different audio features to be included as the basis of similarity between target and source sounds, or be provided with options to alter the pitch or loudness, or given the flexibility to set the similarity threshold between the target and the sound segments in the source database. However, with the exception of features selection, most of these control options are offered post-unit selection, i.e. after the segments are already selected and synthesised by the system. Post-unit selection transformation often means that re-selection of the sound segments to conform to the last minute adjustments entered by users. If these criteria were made clear before the selection of sound segments take place, it is possible that resulting sound will match the target more closely. This change will not only minimise the transformation needed, but also saves time as any ambiguities can be eliminated from the start. Thus, identifying the factors that affect synthesis result and including them in the system as options that users can control is the key to ensuring that the demands of users are communicated through to the system. This study investigated the effects of several parametric factors on the synthesis results on CSS. The significance of this study includes illustrating the need for increasing flexibility with respect to parametric options when developing a CSS system.
INTRODUCTION
In this computer age where almost all problemsolving processes are mechanized, the inclusion of artificial intelligence (AI) in performing any tasks is unavoidable, including the process of music making, i.e. as a virtual performer, accompaniment player, or as an automated composer. One of the ways to create music intelligently is through the use of a concatenative sound synthesis (CSS) system. CSS is the art of producing new sounds from a composite of many small snippets of audio. Analogous to photomosaicing 1 , it assembles large number of unrelated small sound segments called tiles together according to a specification given by an example sound referred to as the sound target, to form a coherent, larger sound framework.
Currently, uses of CSS is already widely exploited in concatenative speech synthesis, via the text-to-speech technology, in commercial applications such as the talking watch, the talking calculator, the natural voice reader or voice announcer. Specifically in music, CSS has been mostly used in high-level instrument synthesis, utilized in film production to generate background sounds to accommodate the ambience in a film, or as an interactive free synthesis sound composer 3 .
Although more popularly used in the speech domain, its data-driven nature of has pushed forward more potential use of CSS in music. As music is more artistically perceived, its concatenation can be more flexible compared to speech synthesized which needs to be coherent and sound a certain way (human-like). This dexterity allows more space for music creation using CSS. Examples of existing CSS systems developed include Improvasher, CataRT using BACH, ConQuer, CataRT, MATConcat and Mosievius [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] .
Akin to the phrase 'rubbish in, rubbish out', it is assumed that one of the important factors to first affect the result of synthesis in CSS system is the input submitted and the criteria set at the start of the search query. Hence, the objective of this study is to investigate the parametric factors at the initial stage that can affect the result of concatenation and ultimately the sounds synthesised by a CSS system. Parametric in this context refers to the constant limiting variables 2 . In this paper, several factors that affected the synthesis results from the CSS system are identified and its effects on synthesis results are evaluated. This paper is organized as follows: the first section of the paper gives a basic introduction to CSS. Section2 presents the technical overview of a general CSS system. Section 3 describes the parametric factors which affect the synthesis results of CSS. Section 4 describes the experimental setup of this study while Section 5 discusses the results obtained. The final section summarizes the investigated issues and some future works related to the study.
TECHNICAL OVERVIEW
In order to fully understand the factors which affect synthesis results of a CSS system, it is crucial that the three main processes that take place in a CSS system are understood: (1) analysis; (2) unit selection; and (3) synthesis. Figure 1 shows the dataflow of a typical CSS system.
Fig.1.The dataflow of a typical CSS system
At the start, both target and source sounds need to undergo some form of audio analysis that usually includes sub-processes such as feature extraction and segmentation. Audio information of the source sounds are then stored in the database whilst the information on the target sound is used to find matching sound units. Unit are then concatenated together during synthesis.
Options can be offered at every level of these processes, i.e. asking users to select the features that are more relevant to a specific type of sound, or allowing users to switch to a particular search mode that is based on his search needs.
PARAMETRIC FACTORS AFFECTING CSS RESULTS
Existing CSS systems offer varying degree of parametric control to its users. How these controls are made available by existing CSS systems are discussed here.
1) Database Size
In general, the database is a collection of files, but instead of only storing the actual audio files or the corpus, it can also save the source files, references, units, unit descriptors, and the relationships between all of the entities in it. The actual synthesis of sound is also generated from the database.
2) Nature and Origin of Source Unit
The source unit or the matching unit is the unit or sequence of unit that is returned for playback based on the seed that is originally provided. It usually has the specified or desired descriptor characteristics. The way in which a matching unit is selected is normally based on its distance from the target. Euclidean distance is commonly used in many CSS systems 9 .
3) Nature and Origin of Target Unit
The target unit is the seed or the piece of audio that is supplied to a CSS system as an input so that a matching unit can be searched from the database and be played back concatenatively as the output. The seed can be supplied to the system in several ways, such as providing a short piece of music to the system through a microphone, or using a MIDI keyboard or instruments.
4) Segmentation Mode
In order to be synthesized concatenatively, audio files in the database need to be segmented into smaller units. Typically, this is done based on the spectral changes which occur in the stream of audio, but can also be done in time-based or even arbitrarily. Different segmentation modes are best suited for different kinds of audio and users should be able to decide on this 10 . The most flexible so far are Caterpillar and CataRT, where both systems permit users to choose between four different segmentation modes -note segmentation, symbolic data segmentation, steady pulse segmentation, or manual segmentation.
5) Other factors
There are various other factors which may affect a CSS system's synthesis results, such as the selected audio features, unit selection algorithm and also the level of leniency of the users, i.e. whether the synthesis is exact or exploratory in nature. For instance, an audio signal has many different quantities or features that can be extracted, which may be related to physiological auditory models or to spectral models of the sound, e.g. pitch, loudness, energy, Zero Crossing Rate (ZCR), Root Means Square (RMS), Centroid, Flux, MelFrequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs), etc., but not all features are relevant. Hence, it is preferable to users to have the control in deciding which features to extract.
Automating this process is a highly appealing prospect, a method which has been previously proposed 11 .
Another important factor not included in this particular study is the selection process. This is the algorithm which matches the target unit to another source unit sound unit in the database. Most CSS systems are programmed to perform search using the Viterbi algorithm, but some also let their users switch to K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN) algorithm or pre-clustered first using the classification and regression trees method if the search becomes too exhaustive. A few other CSS systems utilises a fixed search algorithm such as KNN, or some descendent form of local search algorithm. There are other search methods available that might be just as useful for finding the match between the target unit and the source unit but each of them carries out searches in different manners. When options are made available, users can decide on which search method is most fitting, taking into account trade-offs such as accuracy, speed and computational load. This allows users to explore and stretch the boundaries of sound and music in composition based on what users' definition of musical 12 .
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
There are four variables are investigated in this study, which are: (1) database size; (2) nature and origin of target unit; (3) nature and origin of source unit; and (4) segmentation mode. The experimental setup for this study is described as follows.
Methodology
A target sound consisting of options of either Classical music or Country music was first supplied to the system. Post-segmentation, matching source units of animals would be searched from the entire database according to the criteria specified at the beginning of the search and closest matching source segments were then concatenated together and synthesised. Tests carried out under these three experimental sets measured the target distance and the time in seconds.
Dataset
The target sounds comprised of several pieces of music from the classical and country genre. The dataset were obtained from www.freemusicarchive.org. Such genres were selected as to observe the sounds that were synthesised as a result of two very different sounds. The source sounds were made up of sounds of the nature; ranging from the sounds of primate screaming, to singing whales in the ocean, to the sounds of birds chirping in the rainforest. The exact and target and source sounds included in each individual test will be mentioned later at the beginning of each test. Overall, the entire collection of the dataset that was used in these experimental sets was approximately thirty minutes long. Although this number may appear relatively small, it must be recalled that these sounds were then further segmented into smaller sound unites, resulting in over 1200 segments in total in the database. Figure 2 shows the progression of the target distance and the run time between five different dataset sizes. It can be seen that the average target distance increases as the number of source segments in the database decreases, i.e. increasingly difficult to matching segments as the dataset size grew smaller. By increasing the search pool, the possibility of finding an exact or closely matching segment is increased. However, after a certain point, increasing the dataset size no longer leaves a positive improves the concatenation result in the phenomenon known as the 'ceiling effect'. Also note the reverse effect that is happening between the number of source sounds and the time taken to complete the task, i.e. the larger the dataset size, the longer the time required to complete the task. 
RESULTS

1) Effect of Database Size
2) Effect of nature and origin of source unit
Seven different classes of source sounds were tested -Canary, Indris, Lemur, Rainforest, Siamang, Tiger and Whales. Each class was alternately used as the source file from which the matching segments were selected from for the target segment. Other variables were kept constant during each of the sub-tests, such as the target sound (i.e. 10-second country music was re-used), audio feature (i.e. centroid) and the segmentation mode (i.e. onset mode). Figure 3 displays the concatenation result across seven source files. In general, different source files returned different sound output, both in terms of average target distance seen in the chart above and in the generated sounds. Consistent run time was also observed between all seven source files, in the range between nine and eleven seconds. This had been expected as the same number of segments was assigned for each source file.
Fig.3.The effect of different source unit on CSS
The result confirms the obvious, that the use of different source files causes different sounds to be synthesised. To achieve better synthesis result, it is useful to load sounds that closely resemble the final composition envisioned into the system's database.
On the other hand, adding what is initially thought as 'misfits' or 'odd sounding' files may actually bring in interesting surprises to the synthesis result as sounds with roughly the same spectral information can sound perceptually different, and vice versa. Perhaps there lies some underlying similarity in the musicality of between certain sounds that are not immediately noticed by humans. Only by experimenting with different source files will these interesting syntheses be discovered.
3) Effect of nature and origin of target unit
Two target files were compared, Classical and Country. To ensure that the any pattern that occur was not a one-off occurrence, the experiment was repeated on four different source files -Indris, Lemurs, Siamang, and Whales. The number of segments for all the target files and source files were set at forty segments each, to eliminate any pattern that emerge as a result of the dataset size differences.
The experiment found that just as different source files returned different synthesis results, different target files also affects the synthesis result both empirically and aurally. These can be evidently seen in Figure 4 . The results from this experiment re-iterate that different input impacts the output of synthesis, i.e. different results are seen and heard with different target files. In this particular comparison, it was much easier to find matching segments from the base when the target file was Country than it was for Classical. This was due to the louder and livelier nature of the former, which coincided with the loud and pitchy sounds of most of the source files in the database, the three primates in particular. Thus, the act of selecting the appropriate target file is equally as important as selecting the source files, because the foundations for the creation of new music through the use of a CSS system are laid by the content information retrieved from the target file.
4) Effect of segmentation mode
Two segmentation modes were studied; homogenous segmentation (time-based) and onset segmentation (event-based). Homogenous segmentation was set to happen at every 500 milliseconds, whilst the onset segmentation was set to happen at every beginning of an attack in a sound signal. All other variables that were not compared remained unchanged, i.e. centroid for the audio feature, Country for the target file, and Indris, Lemur, Siamang, and Whales for the source files. Figure 5 shows the synthesis results between homogenous segmentation and onset segmentation at different four source files. With regards to average target distances across four source files, two out of the four cases favoured homogenous segmentation whilst the rest onset segmentation. However, as far as run time was concerned, homogenous was a clear winner having finished the task with the less amount of time in all four cases. This experiment suggests that it cannot be agreed on which segmentation mode will produce more segments than others, as this highly depends on the actual make-up of the sound in question. Nevertheless, the general rule is to avoid using homogenous segmentation for sounds which are more rhythmic with plenty of attacks because segmentation at a predetermined time tends to cause audio stream to be chopped at unfavourable positions. If, however, the condition states that the duration of the synthesised sound must be equal to the length of the original target sound, then homogenous segmentation is most suited for this purpose.
CONCLUSIONS
This study investigated the effects that four main input parameters had on the sounds generated via CSS. In general, it was found that the larger the dataset size, the higher the likelihood of finding closer matching segments, at least with respect to the average target distance. Furthermore, synthesis result is dependent of the target and source sounds set by the user, stressing that it is important to ensure that the correct target sound is provided into the query and suitable source sounds are loaded into the database in order to increase the chance of generating sounds that correctly aligns the user's expectations. This study also aids in understanding the intended purposes and the working mechanisms of both homogenous and onset segmentations before selecting the segmentation mode for a particular concatenation task can help improve synthesis result. In addition, it was also found that larger dataset and complex segmentation algorithm contribute towards the increase in the run time. For a CSS system designed to be run in non-real time, this is normally not major concern, but if the run-time is an issue, then user must determine whether the use of larger dataset and onset segmentation are worthy trade-offs. Future works involve studying other search methods that have proven to work well in other domains such as text search or speech synthesis, and observes its performance in music synthesis. An interactive user interface for CSS system that promotes ease-of-use, higher level of user control is also being designed and developed.
